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Introduction
Large fires are typically managed by Incident Management Teams (IMTs). Does it matter whether IMT
members have previously worked together? This project investigates the teamwork and decision making
differences bet een pre formed and ad hoc IMTsdifferences between pre‐formed and ad‐hoc IMTs.

Research Questions
h h f d ff b f d d d h ?• What are the performance differences between pre‐formed and ad hoc IMTs?

• What are the implications for fire and land management agencies?• What are the implications for fire and land management agencies?

Methodology
Two simulated bushfire scenarios were developed from recent Victorian incidents. Sixty participants, largely from existing pre‐formed IMTs, undertook one of
h i b f b h 4 i ll f ili ( f d) d h h f 4 i ll f ili ( d h )these scenarios as a member of both a 4‐person maximally familiar (pre‐formed) team, and the other as part of a 4‐person maximally unfamiliar (ad hoc) team.
Each simulation involved teams in a range of activities including predicting fire development operational planning and media liaison A subject matter expertEach simulation involved teams in a range of activities including predicting fire development, operational planning, and media liaison. A subject matter expert
assessed teams on the quality of decision making, teamwork, outputs, and the briefing provided to the incoming Incident Controller.
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Discussion
Familiarity ratings were inspected to select teams comprised of persons who had all worked together
before (5 teams) and teams comprised of persons who had not/rarely worked together before (5 teams).

d h h d h ( l f l ) h f d (Compared with the 5 most ad hoc teams (i.e. least familiar), the 5 most pre‐formed teams (i.e. most
familiar) performed significantly better on the following (Note: The 7 point scale used to rate teamsfamiliar) performed significantly better on the following. (Note: The 7‐point scale used to rate teams
ranges from 1 = Strongly Disagree to 7 = Strongly Agree).ranges from 1 Strongly Disagree to 7 Strongly Agree).
• Teamwork and coordination
Were more adept at listening to one another (M = 6.2 vs. 5.6), delegating key tasks (M = 5.8 vs. 4.4), re‐
prioritising activities as the situation changed (M = 5.8 vs. 4.4), and developing and maintaining good
situational awareness (M 6 4 vs 4 4)situational awareness (M = 6.4 vs. 4.4).
• Decision making processes• Decision making processes
Made decisions on a more timely basis (M = 6.0 vs. 4.2) and better balanced the requirement to obtainy ( ) q
more information and undertake analysis with the need to make decisions (M = 6.0 vs. 4.4).
• The number of fireground issues the IMT attended to
F ll d t ti f fi d i (M 6 2 4 3) th t lik l t i i t it i ( h l t tFollowed up on a greater proportion of fireground issues (M = 6.2 vs. 4.3) that were likely to require assistance or monitoring (e.g. heavy plant operators
looking for instructions houses under threat from fire)looking for instructions, houses under threat from fire).
• The quality of the SMEAC documents preparedThe quality of the SMEAC documents prepared
Produced superior SMEACs, providing a more realistic prediction of fire development (M = 5.8 vs. 4.6), better mapping of the extent and location of the fire
(M = 5.6 vs. 2.8), and prepared the SMEAC in a more coordinated manner (M = 5.8 vs. 4.0).
• The quality of the handover briefing provided
Deli ered more acc rate briefings (M 6 2 s 4 8) and o erall ere rated as pro iding a more effecti e hando er to the incoming Incident Controller (M 6 2Delivered more accurate briefings (M = 6.2 vs. 4.8), and overall were rated as providing a more effective handover to the incoming Incident Controller (M = 6.2
vs 5 2)vs. 5.2).
• Trust and knowledge of the expertise in the team and its locationus a d o edge of e e pe se e ea a d s o a o
Scored higher on trust of other team members (M = 6.8 vs. 6.4), on their knowledge of the expertise available (M = 6.7 vs. 5.7), and its location within the team
(M = 6.7 vs. 6.4).

Implications of these findings
Thi d ’ l h i i h h l d l f ili i k IMT l ff ddi i l f b fi• This study’s results suggest that interventions that help develop familiarity amongst key IMT personnel may offer some additional performance benefits.

• Every effort should be made to ensure that IMT personnel who are likely to work together receive joint training and ongoing exercise opportunities• Every effort should be made to ensure that IMT personnel who are likely to work together receive joint training and ongoing exercise opportunities.
• Regular cross region and cross agency incident management exercises may be a simple way to help enable greater familiarity.g g g y g y p y p g y
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